
Travel Styles
Seven different ways to explore our extraordinary planet, 

sorted by what interests you most. 

Classic 
A little bit of everything 

(and a whole lot more) 
The quintessential G Adventures 

experience, Classic trips deliver the 

perfect balance of must-see highlights, 

cultural exchange, insider access, 

unbeatable value, and the kind of 

spontaneous, you-really-had-to-be-

there moments that make your 

trip memorable.

Marine
Small-ship adventures on the     

world’s great seas and rivers           
The poles of the Earth, the wonders of 

the Galápagos, the mysteries of the 

Amazon, out-of-the-way Greek Islands 

and other great places are best (and 

sometimes only) accessed by boat. 

Marine trips get you there aboard small 

ships, exclusive yachts and catamarans.

Yolo™
Flexible, fresh and fun adventures   

that never slow down 
Designed for young, budget-minded 

travelers, Yolo trips maximize time and 

money by squeezing the most out of a 

destination. This ain’t your typical big-

bus tour, though. Small groups, insider 

access and personal freedom to follow 

the whim of the moment are the order of 

the day, every day.

Active
Hiking, biking and kayaking 

adventures across the world           
Hungry to walk, hike, trek, bike, raft and 

kayak your way across the world’s 

greatest destinations? No sweat. (Well, 

maybe a little.) You don’t have to be a 

decathlete to take an Active trip, just 

someone with a healthy love for getting 

active and the outdoors.

Local Living™ 
Intimate adventures deep inside   

great destinations 
Always dreamed of renting a villa but 

thought you couldn’t afford to? You can 

now. Unpack once at your Tuscan 

farmhouse, or community homestay in 

the Amazon and interact meaningfully 

with your temporary home alongside 

like-minded travellers and a CEO who 

knows the area best.

Family
Trips built for adventurers of all ages                                    
Just because you’ve settled down and 

had kids doesn’t mean your adventuring 

days are through. Family trips explore 

exciting locales – Tanzania, Thailand, 

the Galápagos, Europe, and more – 

with age-appropriate activities and 

hotels that know how to cater to 

families on the move.

National Geographic Journeys with G Adventures 
Incredible cultural adventures with more inclusions 
This exclusive collection of unique travel experiences offers greater hands-on exploration, special 

insider access to National Geographic projects around the world, and the freedom to roam, all with 

upgraded accommodations and more inclusions than with other G Adventures tours.

Camping: 

• Excellent value, amazing prices,

quality experiences 

• Camping most nights with some hotel 

stays to start and throughout 

• Affordable public and private transport 

for maximum cultural interaction

Basic: 

• Excellent value, amazing prices,

quality experiences 

• Simple and clean hotels guesthouses 

and hostels chosen for location

and character 

• Affordable public and private transport 

for maximum cultural interaction 

• Plenty of optional activities tailored to 

your interests and budget

Standard: 

• Great value, reasonable prices,

quality experiences 

• Comfortable and varied tourist-class 

accommodations chosen for location 

and character 

• Mix of public and private transport for 

the best overall experience 

• All the top highlights included, plus 

plenty of time to explore on your own

Upgraded: 

• All the adventure you want, with a 

softer landing 

• Handpicked, character-rich 

accommodations with upgraded 

amenities and services 

• Upgraded and private transport, 

including flights to maximize time

• More included meals, activities, 

and transfers
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